Purpose:
How does the variety and population of invertebrates change
from shallow, fast water to deep, still water? What does the
variety of invertebrates indicate about the river’s water quality?

Hypothesis:
There will be more variety of invertebrate species in deeper,
slower areas of the river as opposed to the faster, shallower areas.
The different types of invertebrates, as well as their sensitivity to
water pollution, will help determine that the water quality of the
river is good.

Cathance River Invertebrate Sampling

Map of Collecting Locations.

By Sophie Gonzalez and Grace Keleher
Background:
Water speed and depth create different habitats that can impact the variety of
aquatic invertebrates and their population numbers. Water quality is known to
impact the types of aquatic invertebrates that can survive.

Grace collecting water
speed and depth.
Variety of Invertebrates and Tolerance of Pollution Found Based on the
Isaac Walton League Aquatic Invertebrate Sensitivity Chart
Water Depth
+Speed

Procedure:

Sensitive

Moderately Tolerant

1. Obtain materials.
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2. Walk from the Cathance River Education Alliance Ecology
●
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Center to the Cathance River (see map for collecting locations)
3. Put on waders in a clearing farther downstream from Barnes

Shallow/Fast
Moving Water

Leap.

Total Number of
Types

Dobsonfly Larva
Crayfish
Stonefly larva
Black Fly Larva
Large Cranefly larva

5

5. Record water depth of fast, shallow water. (N 43° 57’23.0”, W
069° 56’58.6”, Elevation 6’)
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David Reed
trying to retrieve
lost bucket.
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Deep/Slow Moving
Water

6. Find the invertebrate samplers and shake the sampler into an

Total Number of
Types

observation tray to observe later.
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4. Record water speed of fast, shallow water. (N 43° 57’23.0”, W
069° 56’58.6”, Elevation 6’)
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Flatworm
Small Minnow Mayflies
Net Spinning Caddisflies
Fingernet Caddisflies
Whirligig Beetle
Baetidae Mayfly Larva
Scuds
Alderfly larva
Long-horned Caddisflies

Tolerant

Common Stonefly
Black Fly Larvae
Clubtail dragonfly
Nymph
Crawling Water Beetle
Freshwater Isopod

●
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Mosquito larva

1
Narrow-Winged
Damselfly
Viviparidae snails
Hood Casemaker
Caddisflies
Scuds
Snail
Whirligig Beetle
Net spinning Caddisflies
Fingernet Caddisflies

●
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8

Leeches
Non-Biting Midge

Blood Midge larva
Tubifex worm
Biting midge
Cyclopoid Copepod

6

Conclusions:

7. Get into the water of fast, shallow water.

● The data showed the first hypothesis to be wrong. There is a similar

8. Use a tight mesh net to collect 3 samples by sticking the net

variety of invertebrates in the slow, deep section and the fast, shallow

into the water and moving around rocks to try and to capture

section. The researchers found 17 different types of invertebrates in

any invertebrates that may be on, under, or around the rocks.

the shallow, fast area, while they found a total of 18 different types of

9. Place samples into an observation tray.

invertebrates in the deep, slow area.

10. Repeat steps 1- 7 for deep, still water.

Sophie and David
identifying
invertebrates.

11. Search buckets for invertebrates using spoons.
12. Look at and identify invertebrates that are found in a white

● There were more invertebrates found in the fast, shallow section as
the researchers found 66 invertebrates in total, as compared to the
deep, slow section which the researchers only found 52 invertebrates

observation tray.

in total.
● The data showed the seconded hypothesis to be correct. The type of

13. Take pictures of invertebrates.

invertebrates found indicate that the water quality of the Cathance

14. Record data.

River is good since ⅓ of all of the invertebrate species found were
sensitive to water pollution. Overall, there were 9 invertebrate types
sensitive to water pollution, 13 moderately tolerant, and 7 tolerant.

Photo of stonefly.

Photo of crayfish.

Photo of gilled
snails.

Sophie collecting
invertebrates
with the net.
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